
Mood Tracker Bullet Journal

Name

Month: 

Date/s:

Mood scale

Use a scale from 1 to 5 (or any scale you prefer) to rate your mood for the day.

1 = Terrible

2 = Bad

3 = Okay

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Emotions: List the primary emotions you felt during the day. (e.g., happy, sad, anxious, 
angry, excited, calm, etc.)

Activities: Record any significant activities or events that may have influenced your mood.



Notes: Write down any additional thoughts or notes about your day, including factors that 
may have affected your mood.

Gratitude: Identify at least one thing you're grateful for.

Self-Care: Describe any self-care activities you engaged in today (e.g., meditation, 
exercise, journaling, etc.).

Goals: List any goals or intentions you have for tomorrow or the near future.

Overall Reflection: Rate your overall day on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being a very bad day, 5 
being an excellent day).



Monthly summary

Average Mood: Calculate the average mood rating for the month.

Emotional Patterns: Note any recurring emotions or trends you observed throughout the 
month.

Self-Care Trends: Identify self-care activities that seemed to positively impact your mood.

Achievements: Highlight any goals you accomplished during the month.

Challenges: Note any challenges or obstacles you faced during the month.



Additional notes


	Name: Josephine McArthur
	Month: March
	Dates: 1-15
	Emotions List the primary emotions you felt during the day eg happy sad anxious angry excited calm etc: Happy Calm Excited Anxious for the better part of March 1-15
	Activities Record any significant activities or events that may have influenced your mood: Attended a friend's birthday partyReceived a promotion at workHad an argument with a family memberWatched a sad movieWent on a weekend getawayMissed a deadline at workFinished a challenging project at homeAttended a fun concertDealt with a difficult client
	Notes Write down any additional thoughts or notes about your day including factors that may have affected your mood: The argument with my family member really brought me down. Need to work on communication.The weekend getaway was amazing, but coming back to work stress made me anxious.Receiving positive feedback at work boosted my confidence.Need to prioritize self-care to manage anxiety better.
	Gratitude Identify at least one thing youre grateful for: Grateful for supportive friends.Grateful for the beautiful fall weather.Grateful for a loving partner.Grateful for my health.Grateful for a steady job.
	SelfCare Describe any selfcare activities you engaged in today eg meditation exercise journaling etc: Meditation, yoga, and journaling.Took a long bath and read a book.Exercise and a healthy meal.Listened to soothing music.Spent time in nature.
	Goals List any goals or intentions you have for tomorrow or the near future: Complete the upcoming project at work.Schedule regular therapy sessions.Plan a fun outing with friends.Start a new hobby.Improve communication with family.
	Overall Reflection Rate your overall day on a scale from 1 to 5 1 being a very bad day 5 being an excellent day: • 3 (Overall, it was an okay first half of the month with some ups and downs)
	Average Mood Calculate the average mood rating for the month: 3.6
	Emotional Patterns Note any recurring emotions or trends you observed throughout the month: Noticed a recurring pattern of anxiety, especially after work-related stressors. Happiness seemed to be linked to spending time with loved ones.
	SelfCare Trends Identify selfcare activities that seemed to positively impact your mood: Regular meditation and yoga positively influenced overall mood.
	Achievements Highlight any goals you accomplished during the month: Received a promotion at work and completed a challenging project at home.
	Challenges Note any challenges or obstacles you faced during the month: Dealing with work-related stress and communication issues within the family were significant challenges.
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